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This humorous traditional tale from the Igbo people of Nigeria features the trickster tortoise, Mbeku,

and shows how the tortoise got his rough, checkered shell as a result of Mbeku's greediness and

cunning.
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This story is very good for people ages 6-8, or in the 1-3 grades. It is about a tortoise who loves to

play tricks and eat. He hears of a feast in the sky, and wants to go, so he tells the birds that are

going that he once had a friend there. The birds believe him, and give him feathers to make wings

and fly with. Then Mbeke tells them that the people giving the feast love fancy names, so Mbeke

chooses King Aaaaalllll-Of-You. When they go up to the island in the sky, Mbeke coyly asks who

the feast is for, and the hosts tell them that t is for "Aaaaalllll of you!" So Mbeke eats the whole feast,

leaving none for the birds. The birds furiously rip his wings off, and leave him there. But he cries,

and promises never to play another trick. SO the nrds go down and tell Mbeke's lizard friend,

Ngwele, to make a pile of very soft things. Mbeke, up in the sky, laughs and exclaims about how he

fooled the birds. Swallow, who was preening behind a bush, heard him and went down to tell his

flock his plan. When Mbeke jumps to land in his pile, it is all bones and rocks, instead of grass and

moss and stuff. So Mbeke's shell is ruined, and he asks Ngwele to sew it up. Ngwele agrees, and

spends the whole rainy season patching it up. It looks old and dull now, instead of glowing and new,



and Mbeke is embarassed to be seen in it. When he finally goes outside, he pulls his head in his

shell so he will not be noticed, a habit to this very day.
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